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Abstract
[Excerpt] The classification of ‘professions’ has been a debated topic (Abbott, 1988; Friedson 2001), with several researchers putting forth varying criteria which distinguish a profession from other occupations. Previously, an individual would be considered a professional only once they had completed and attained all of the training, certifications and credentials of a professional occupation and, of course, internalized this profession’s values and norms (Wilensky, 1964). Recently, researchers have begun to relax the criteria for classifying professional occupations, insisting only that the occupation be skill- or education-based (Benveniste, 1987; Ibarra, 1999). Furthermore, in today’s workplace, which is burgeoning with independent knowledge workers, the term ‘profession’ is often used as an adjective rather than a noun, describing how individuals carry out their work with knowledge and skill rather than the specific kind of work they do (see Chapter 9 in this book).
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The Construction of Professional Identity

“I am a professional storyteller. My job is to engage with others, get pieces of their life stories, and feed it back to them in a way that gives them direction. I do this individually, at the seminar level, and through my blog.”

(Tim, consultant, career manager, inspirational speaker)

INTRODUCTION

The classification of ‘professions’ has been a debated topic (Abbott, 1988; Friedson 2001), with several researchers putting forth varying criteria which distinguish a profession from other occupations. Previously, an individual would be considered a professional only once they had completed and attained all of the training, certifications and credentials of a professional occupation and, of course, internalized this profession’s values and norms (Wilensky, 1964). Recently, researchers have begun to relax the criteria for classifying professional occupations, insisting only that the occupation be skill- or education-based (Benveniste, 1987; Ibarra, 1999). Furthermore, in today’s workplace, which is burgeoning with independent knowledge workers, the term ‘profession’ is often used as an adjective rather than a noun, describing how individuals carry out their work with knowledge and skill rather than the specific kind of work they do (see Chapter 9 in this book).

Related to these changes has been the increasing complexity and plurality of professional work roles. Many professions are becoming multifaceted in nature, bridging several formerly distinct occupational roles (for example, nurse-midwife), and as such, the boundaries separating professions have blurred. Additionally, some professional workers are finding themselves drawn to multiple professions and refusing to settle for just one (for example, ‘I am a lawyer and
musician’). Highly educated, agentic knowledge workers often pursue multiple forms of work sequentially or simultaneously (Sliter & Boyd, 2014). Hence, the broadening of the term ‘profession’ has enlarged the potential population of workers who have professional identities.

As the nature of the professions has changed, so too has professional identity construction. In the quote at the beginning of this chapter, Tim, a self-proclaimed professional storyteller, uses this label to explain how he goes about his work (with knowledge and skill). He describes many different professional roles which he considers to be functions of his profession as a storyteller. In doing so, he highlights one way in which individuals manage engagement in multiple professional roles through construction of a modern professional identity. In this chapter, we focus on understanding the construction and management of the modern pluralistic professional identity. The purpose of this chapter is to review, update and extend theory on professional identity to include the growing number of professionals who have multiple bases of identification, like Tim. To do this we first provide an overview of professional identity, explaining what it is, why it is important and how it has been studied. Then, we briefly review what has been said about professional identities that involve one single source of identification. In the next section we discuss professional identities that involve multiple sources of professional identification. Taking a subjective, interpretive view of identity, we propose that there are five main ways that individuals can structure their professional identity around multiple professional bases. Finally, we discuss the implications for the modern form of professional identification and suggest important directions for future research.

PERSONAL IDENTITY
A professional identity is an important cognitive mechanism that affects workers’ attitudes, affect and behaviour in work settings and beyond. As such, understanding how professionals think about themselves has been the focus of many past research studies (e.g. Ashforth et al., 2007; Kreiner et al., 2006a; Kreiner et al., 2006b; Ibarra, 1999; Pratt et al., 2006).

Gecas (1982) defined identities as the various meanings that are attached to a person by themself and others. Importantly, identity is defined by one’s subjective psychological experience, rather than some notion of objective reality of the ‘true self’ (Vignoles et al., 2006). Work identities, including but not limited to professional identities, are those meanings that individuals attach to themselves in the context of work (Dutton et al., 2010). Individuals draw from personal attributes, social group membership and work roles to assign meaning to who they are and what they do in the workplace (Ashforth et al., 2008). For the purposes of this chapter, we focus on professional identities as social and role-based work identities.

Individuals can construct their social or role-based work identities from aspects of their profession or their organization (Van Mannan and Barley, 1984). A professional identity is an individual’s image of who they are as a professional (Slay and Smith, 2011); the constellation of attributes, beliefs, values, motives and experiences that people use to define themselves in their professional capacity (Schein, 1978). While organizational identities are indicators of where individuals work, professional identities indicate the type of work individuals do, and often signify which type of advanced training and skills one possesses (Pratt et al., 2006). This focus on doing (a role identity) is perhaps due to the fact that professional workers are seen as possessing certain specialized esoteric skills and knowledge (Lepisto et al., forthcoming), and are therefore unique from others in what they can ‘do’. However, professional identities can also be seen as a social identity since identifying with a profession allows individuals entrance into a
particular community comprised of individuals who share a common approach to a particular type of work (Van Maanen and Barley, 1984).

There are a few important assumptions underlying our conceptualization of professional identity. First, we view an individual’s professional identity as a subjective construction that is influenced by the interpersonal interactions individuals have with others about their work. It is well accepted that individuals learn who they are as a professional by seeing themselves in the eyes of others (Cooley, 1902; Roberts et al., 2005). Through our interactions with others, we also learn about the role expectations of others, and may try to adapt or move away from these expectations. In this way, while we examine professional identity as an individual-level construct in this chapter, we acknowledge that it is formed and maintained through social interactions. Second, we assume that individuals have the potential to have multiple professional identities. For simplicity’s sake, we talk about an individual’s ‘professional identity’ and ‘identity construction’ in the next section. However, in subsequent sections we acknowledge that an individual may have more than one identity within the domain of work that can be at varying stages of construction and management. In fact, bringing the potential plurality of identities into the professional identity conversation is a major underlying goal of this chapter.

*Why Does Professional Identity Matter?*

An individual’s professional identity as either a social or role identity is important because it is a key way that individuals assign meaning to themselves, and it shapes work attitudes, affect and behaviour (Siebert and Siebert, 2005). First, one’s profession can be an important source of meaningfulness for individuals. In particular, the way in which an individual defines themself in their professional role becomes an important tool that the individual will use to understand and define themself and their life’s purpose more generally. In fact, one’s
professional identity can serve as an organizing framework for an individual’s self-concept (Hughes, 1958; Stryker, 1987). What this means is that the individual’s professional identity is a focal point of their larger self-system. As Collin and Young (1992: 8) explained, in today’s workplace, an individual’s profession provides a ‘context of meaning within which a life is lived and through which life is interpreted by others’. Through the construction of a professional identity, individuals are able to claim purpose and meaning for themselves, and explicate how they contribute to society.

In addition to being a meaning-making device, one’s professional identity can also affect one’s psychological well-being (Tajfel and Turner, 1979). Valued role identities have been theorized to protect individuals from depression and anxiety (Thoits, 1983). This is perhaps because individuals often evaluate their worth and competence through the lens of their identities (Cooley, 1902). Since the term ‘professional’ is positively used to describe someone with advanced training and unique knowledge and skills that allows them to provide an important service to society (Larson, 1977; Wallace, 1995), it is seen as a desirable self-description. It is therefore likely that when an individual identifies with a professional role, there will be psychological benefits. Valued role identities are linked to a sense of efficacy and esteem (Ervin and Stryker, 2001). As such, associating oneself with a respected profession can be an important source of well-being, esteem and pride. Professional occupations are seen to play important roles in society. Individuals who identify strongly with a valued profession are able to gain the benefits of a positive work identity (Dutton et al., 2010).

A professional identity also affects individual behaviour in the workplace. Professional norms and values impact upon job attitudes and shape behaviour (Bunderson, 2001). As a role identity, one’s professional identity provides behavioural guidance in the workplace (Ibarra,
1999). For instance, Leavitt et al. (2012) found that individuals’ professional identities
determined their moral decision-making and behaviour. In other workplace studies, professional
identification has been shown to have positive performance outcomes such as career success
(e.g. Arthur et al., 1989). Clearly, the important role of professional identity in shaping both
psychological and behavioural processes in the workplace cannot be overstated.

THE STATE OF PROFESSIONAL IDENTIFICATION AND THE PROCESS OF
IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION

There are two different approaches that scholars have taken in their examinations of
professional identity. The first approach looks at identification as a state of being that explains
how an individual views themself vis-à-vis their profession; the professional identification
scholars have investigated the antecedents that may predict the extent to which an individual may
come to see their profession as self-defining, and the outcomes of doing so. The second approach
focuses on understanding the content or meaning of a professional identity, and the process
through which this meaning is constructed. Rather than looking at identification as a state, the
identity construction literature affords individuals the agentic role of creating their own
professional self-image. Insights into socialization practices and identity work both contribute to
understanding professional identification and professional identity construction.

Professional Identification

To date, much of the research on professional identity (and other work-based identities)
has focused on identification, or how individuals relate to the professional group with which they
are associated (e.g. Elsbach, 1999; Pratt and Foreman, 2000). Professional identities, like all
identities, can be considered self-cognitions that vary in their salience with respect to an individual’s goals and core sense of self (Ashforth, 2001; Stryker, 1987). Professional identification is, thus, ‘the extent to which one defines him or herself in terms of the work he or she does and the prototypical characteristics ascribed to individuals who do that work’ (Mael and Ashforth, 1992: 106). Individuals who are highly identified with their profession will see their own beliefs about the profession as self-defining (Pratt, 1998), and will perceive ‘oneness’ with their professional group.

Professional identification has been described from both identity theory and social identity theory perspectives. Identity theory proposes that an individual’s various identities (work and non-work) are arranged hierarchically according to their salience (Stryker and Burke, 2000). Thus, the strength of professional identification is the relative rank of one’s professional self-definition in relation to the individual’s other roles or social group memberships in the individual’s self-hierarchy. Identity theorists propose that strong identification implies that the individual regards some particular social group or role to be a defining characteristic of who they are as an individual (Serpe and Stryker, 1987; Stryker, 1987). Social identity theory, which posits that people classify themselves and others into various social categories (Tajfel and Turner, 1985), complements this perspective by proposing that individuals are motivated towards identification with their professions because it reduces uncertainty and provides self-enhancement (Hogg and Terry, 2000). Identifying with a valued profession allows individuals to achieve and maintain positive images of themselves (Haslam, 2001). Both identity theorists and social identity theorists agree that when professional workers become identified with their profession, they will incorporate distinctive professional values and attitudes into their own self-identity as a result of that membership, and will enact the role expectations of their profession.
In general, strong identification has been associated with positive outcomes. The professionalism literature points out that internalized professional values become positively self-defining for professional workers (e.g. Caplow, 1966; Morrow and Goetz, 1988). Further, Bergami and Bagozzi (2000) have conceptualized strength of identification as a form of ‘cognitive commitment’, which is a precursor to affective commitment. Thus, the more cognitively attached individuals are to their profession, the more affectively committed they will be. Identification is also positively related to individuals’ self-esteem (Ashforth and Mael, 1989; Dutton et al., 1994). Additionally, high levels of professional identification are associated with more satisfied employees, and more extra-role supportive behaviours.

Because professional identification is often beneficial for individuals and their work organizations, researchers have been interested in uncovering its antecedents. Socialization, defined as the social learning process by which a person acquires specific knowledge and skills that are required in a professional role (Hall, 1987), plays an important role in shaping identification. Socialization is the key period within which individuals begin to form identification with their profession as they internalize the norms, values, behaviours and attitudes expected of their new roles. From a role identity perspective, socialization allows individuals to learn and practice the behavioural expectations of their new professional roles. From a social identity perspective, socialization provides a basis for attachment to one’s new professional group, and reinforces this with social ties among group members.

From a professional identification perspective, scholars have found that professionals are often exposed to a long and intense socialization period into their occupational groups with the explicit goal of increasing their identification with the profession (e.g. Watts, 1987). In fact, some researchers have even theorized that the informal curriculum medical residents are exposed
to during socialization may overpower some of the more technical ‘official’ curriculum (Becker et al., 1961). However, some professions may use more effective socialization tactics than others, making individuals within certain professions more apt to develop a strong professional identity than individuals in other professions (Van Maanen and Schein, 1979). Divestiture tactics, for example, are used to strip away any identities that individuals have upon entering the profession in order to make room for a new professional identity (Van Maanen and Schein, 1979). In addition, some professional identities are collectively less established, leading to a less developed base for individuals to identify with, culminating in weaker identification at the individual level (Hall, 1968). Further, researchers have found that the more selective a particular profession is in terms of entry into the field, the more likely it is that individuals will have a strong identification with the profession (Abbott, 1981; Hall, 1968).

In summary, much of the existing professional identification literature assumes that individuals vary in term of how important and salient their profession is to their overall self-concept, and that quantifying this attachment in terms of its strength can help us to understand individual attitudes and behaviours at work. In large part, the research on professional identification suggests that socialization practices have a large effect on how strongly individuals identify with their profession. However, there are other antecedents that also influence identification, such as characteristics of the profession. Finally, professional identification is associated with several important organizational outcomes such as affective commitment and work satisfaction.

Professional Identity Construction

While the professional identification literature has focused on understanding when individuals form a perception of oneness with their profession, and the effect of this perception
on affect and behaviour, the professional identity construction literature examines how individuals construct a subjective perception of themselves in their professional role. The identity construction research assumes that individuals are rarely passive recipients of the identification process, and as such socialization is not a unilateral process of conformity, but instead a negotiated adaptation of individuals to their professional environment (Schein, 1978; Nicholson, 1984; Ashford and Taylor, 1990). As such, this approach to understanding professional identity affords individuals a more agentic role in the identity formation process. In this respect, rather than investigating socializing agents’ role in promoting an individual’s identification with a target group, research on professional identity construction explains the specific cognitive and behavioural tactics that individuals engage in to form a professional identity.

Professional identity construction refers to a general process of identity formation and involves specific identity work, or ‘interpretive activity involved in reproducing and transforming self-identity’ (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002: 627). Scholars purport that individuals take an active role in professional identity construction by ‘doing, acting, and interacting’ in the social context (Pratt, 2012: 26). Drawing on role identity theory (e.g. Burke, 2006; Burke and Reitzes, 1981; Stryker, 1980; Stryker and Burke, 2000; Stryker and Serpe, 1994), research on professional identity construction emphasizes how cognitive and behavioural tactics change self-meaning (e.g. Ibarra, 1999; Pratt et al., 2006). Ibarra (1999) revealed that workers learn to adapt to new roles by experimenting with ‘provisional selves’. Provisional selves refer to ‘temporary solutions people use to bridge the gap between their current capacities and self-conceptions and the representations they hold about what attitudes and behaviours are expected in the new role’ (Ibarra, 1999: 765). Pratt et al. (2006) proposed cognitive tactics that are part of a larger process
of identity construction. Specifically, they found that when medical residents experienced violations between what they did at work and their self-views, they engaged in enriching, patching or splinting tactics to construct their identities. Enriching occurred when the basic tenets of the physician identity remained the same, but the understandings of what it meant to be a physician deepened. Patching occurred when residents drew on one identity to reduce deficiencies in their understandings of other identities (for example, using identity as a medical generalist to improve understanding of identity as a surgeon). Splinting occurred when residents adopted a prior identity to strengthen a weak one (for example, viewing oneself as a medical student instead of as a radiologist).

Research on identity construction also provides some indication of the role that others in the organizational setting play in the identity construction process (e.g. Ibarra, 1999; Pratt et al, 2006), but this role tends to be portrayed as a more passive one. For example, socializing agents provide feedback and serve as role models who provide social validation (Ibarra, 1999; Pratt et al., 2006). Ibarra (1999) revealed that observing and obtaining feedback from more senior members influenced professionals’ experimentation with ‘provisional selves’ and how they adapted to their new roles. Similarly, Pratt et al. (2006) proposed that ‘validating via work feedback’ and ‘validating via role models’ are important practices for self-assessment and identity construction.

In summary, research on professional identity construction assumes that individuals are active participants in the formation of their professional identity and that others in the social context play a more passive role. As such, individuals engage in cognitive and behaviour identity work in order to establish self-views that are more consistent with their image of what it means to be a member of a particular profession. This perspective offers an alternative and
complementary view to the professional identification literature’s focus on the role of professional and organizational agents in shaping an individual’s perception of oneness with their profession. In the next section we turn to examining the professional identity construction process involving multiple professional roles, which characterizes much of professional work.

ENGAGING IN MULTIPLE PROFESSIONAL ROLES

While the current work on professions, professional identification, and professional identity construction has been informative about individuals who engage in and identify with a single profession, little has been said about individuals who take on multiple professional work roles. While doctors, lawyers and accountants in the 1950s may have pursued one professional role for life, today there are a growing number of individuals who are occupying multiple professional roles over the course of their careers. The idea of a single-profession career is growing to be an outdated concept. Many individuals experiment with multiple professions over the course of their careers. Some even engage in different professional roles simultaneously and, to some extent, find these roles to be interdependent. At the end of the twentieth century, it was reported that the number of women holding multiple jobs in Canada had tripled and was continuing to increase (Sussman, 1998). Four years later, it was reported that over 1.2 million UK citizens were holding multiple jobs (Simic and Sethi, 2002). In 2013, the Bureau of Labor statistics reported that over 7.2 million Americans were working in more than one job at a time. Clearly the idea of a single-profession career is becoming outdated. Many professional workers today are not just acquiring one set of specialized skills and knowledge, but instead are accumulating multiple sets of skills, and applying them in different ways. This growing segment of the working population has changed the professional identity construction process. In this
section we examine these implications. First, we point out that an individual’s participation in multiple professional roles may be externally driven (by the organization or profession), or self-initiated. After reviewing each of these reasons for engaging in multiple professional roles, we discuss how individuals manage their professional identities around these multiple bases of identification through one of five possible identity structures.

*Externally Driven Multi-Professionalism*

Organizations and professions often put pressure on individuals to enact multiple professional roles. For instance, many organizations are creating dual or hybrid roles that are designed to help bridge professional boundaries and tasks within the organization. For instance, many healthcare organizations are now utilizing hybrid clinician managers (either nurse-managers or physician-managers) which require that individuals work in combined management and clinical roles in order to bridge clinical and economic interests (Braithwaite and Hindle, 2001; Ferlie and Shortell, 2001). By creating hybrid work roles within the hierarchy, organizations are able to expand the duties, responsibilities and expectations of their professional members. There are also profession-driven routes to multiple role-holding. At the profession level, there has been an increase in hybrid professions (or combinations of two other professions like nurses and midwives), particularly in the healthcare sector. These hybrid professions are introduced as the blending of two separate professions, but over time can evolve into having their own professional associations, meetings, protocols and training programmes.

*Self-Initiated Multi-Professionalism*
Engagement in multiple professional roles can also be voluntary. For instance, previous research has documented that a number of individuals find themselves transitioning from one profession to another at some point in their career (Ashforth, 2001; Ibarra, 1999, 2003). Some individuals do so voluntarily, choosing to leave one professional role that no longer feels like a good fit for their work needs. Other individuals may not necessarily want to leave a professional role, but may find that after they have retired, they still want to work, and to try something new. The media has termed this ‘recareering’ (Bracken, 2007). Still others may find that their work motivations extend beyond the bounds of a single profession and, thus, engage in multiple professional roles to fulfil those motivations. For instance, an individual may believe that he has both a creative side that feels fulfilled by writing a novel at night, and an intellectual side that has led him to pursue a PhD in contemporary English literature. This individual may choose to simultaneously engage in both of these professional roles.

*Managing Multiple Professional Identities*

Whether externally driven or self-initiated, engaging in multiple professional professions requires that individuals consider how to define themselves vis-à-vis each professional role. All individuals possess multiple, and even conflicting, ways of conceptualizing themselves (Markus and Nurius, 1986; Stryer and Serpe, 1982; Tajfel and Turner, 1979), but differ in how they organize their multiple «professional group memberships intra-psychically. For example, when an individual enters into a new profession while continuing to participate in an old one, they may see both professions as self-defining, at least for a period of time. Consequently, by holding multiple roles, and finding both self-defining, the individual must then determine how these identities are subjectively represented in relation to one another within their self-concept.
Questions regarding how identities are related to one another are inquiries about identity structure. Identity structure is often conceptualized on a continuum from simple or least complex to more complex (e.g. Linville, 1985; Roccas and Brewer, 2002). Linville (1985, 1987) defines self-complexity as the dimensionality underlying the self-concept. Building on Linville’s work, Roccas and Brewer (2002) define social identity complexity as the degree to which individuals view their multiple identities as similar in terms of prototypic characteristics and/or overlapping in terms of in-group members. For instance, an individual who reduces multiple professional identities to a single, exclusive professional identity has a relatively simple professional identity structure. For example, a professor may define himself as a personality psychology researcher, identifying himself not just as an inhabitant of a general role (researcher) but as someone who researches a specific thing. In contrast, another professor with a slightly more complex identity may define herself as a researcher during the summer months, and a teacher during the academic term. Finally, a third professor may define herself as both as a teacher and a researcher, simultaneously. Rather than switching between these two role identities in different situations, she views herself as being both a teacher and a researcher across situations. As such, it is not the number of work roles an individual identifies with, but instead how individuals structure those identities in relation to one another, that determines identity complexity.

Herein, we discuss five professional identity structures for representing multiple professional identities that differ in their complexity. The first three these structures are adapted from Roccas and Brewer’s (2002) discussion of social identity complexity. Our fourth structure is adapted from Ashforth and Johnson’s (2001) conceptualization of ‘holism’. We also contribute a fifth identity structure which enables us to broaden our scholarly understanding of identity complexity at work. To detail these structures, we first present three professional identity
structures that range from least to slightly more complex: intersection, dominance and compartmentalization. Examples to support these identity structures are taken from data collected for a research project focused on certified nurse-midwives (CNMs). Then, we discuss two of the most complex identity structures, holistic and augmentation. Examples to support these identity structures are taken from data collected for a research project focused on certified yoga teachers. After presenting these cases separately, we discuss the similarities and differences among these five identity structures, and the benefits and drawbacks of increasing identity complexity.

*Less Complex Professional Identity Structures: Intersection, Dominance and Compartmentalization*

Anna, Marcia and Susan are certified nurse-midwives (CNMs). A CNM is an individual who has undergone formal training in both nursing and midwifery. In the United States, they can be employed as independent practitioners, in hospitals or in small practices. As the name ‘nurse-midwifery’ suggests, it is a ‘hybrid profession’ in that these individuals technically could claim membership in both professional groups, but the overlap of the groups has also now been formalized into its own profession (Ettinger, 2006). Moreover, CNMs practice aspects of typical nursing roles (for example, taking blood pressure, administering medicine), traditional midwifery roles (for example, being with women during labour), and roles that are unique to CNMs and not typical of neither nursing nor midwifery (for example, working autonomously but in a relationship with consulting physicians). Nurse-midwives have their own educational programmes, professional associations and practice guidelines. While all CNMs potentially have the same educational building blocks for their identities, there are differences in how individuals within the profession structure their professional identities. Specifically, we discuss three main
ways that individuals working within this and other hybrid professions structure their identities. Anna views her professional identity as a ‘certified nurse-midwife’ as being at the intersection of the nursing identity and the midwife identity (intersection). Marcia defines her professional identity as a ‘midwife’, allowing this identity to dominate her nursing identity (dominance). Finally, Susan talks about herself as being both a midwife and a nurse, but at different points in time (compartmentalization). Below, we use data from interviews with Anna, Marcia, and Susan to elaborate on these three identity structures.

Intersection

Anna is a 35-year-old CNM working in a large teaching hospital. She explains that her profession is not ‘nursing’, nor does she define herself as a ‘midwife’. She explains, ‘A CNM is really an entirely different profession from nursing or general midwifery. I am really divorced from a lot of the medical training that makes nurses, but at the same time, I don’t have the mindset of a radical midwife either. Luckily there are a growing number of us that are what I like to think of as “in-betweens”.’ Anna talks about the importance of her local CNM association and the larger national and international CNM associations in helping her to make professional choices, and to provide her with support. Anna said, ‘When I have had a bad birth, I often will send a text out to my group of local CNMs because they get it. They may not be in my hospital, in fact most work at different hospitals all over the city, but they are the only ones who seem to share the same frame of mind as me.’ As demonstrated by this statement, Anna does not strongly identify with the larger social identities of midwifery or nursing, but instead her reference group is the subset of individuals who are both nurses and midwives. These individuals have undertaken specialized Masters graduate work in nurse-midwifery, and follow the ACNM policy procedures and guidelines. Anna reiterates at the end of her interview, ‘I am not a nurse
and I am not a midwife. I am a certified nurse-midwife. We are this in between the medical and natural model, and have our own practice guidelines.’ In this statement, Anna is showing that she identifies with an exclusive subgroup in her profession. Further, Anna discusses that many of her practices are unique to CNM training, and are not learned either in traditional midwifery school or through typical nursing programmes.

**Dominance**

Marcia is a 54-year-old CNM. Like Anna, she also works in a large hospital. However, Marcia structures her work identity differently than Anna. Marcia identifies as a midwife. She explains, ‘I am a midwife first and foremost. I am technically a nurse-midwife, but to me the nursing part is really just so I could have more options of where I could practice. In many states, lay midwives are not legally allowed to practice.’ Marcia explains that she is inspired by all of the great midwives who changed the face of maternity care in the United States. When she discusses her profession, she talks about ‘midwifery’, not ‘nurse-midwifery’. Being a midwife takes priority over and above the other work identities that she has. Marcia does not identify as a nurse in general, only as a nurse-midwife. Similarly, she also talks about herself as a hospital midwife, and an ‘old school midwife’. But the label ‘midwife’ is consistently a part of all of her identity statements. Marcia sees midwives in general as her in-group, regardless of what type of midwife they are. However, she does not identify with nurses in general. In this way, her midwife professional identity dominates the nurse professional identity.

**Compartmentalization**

Susan is a 43-year-old CNM. She practices in a medium-sized metropolitan hospital. Susan talks about switching between her dual identities as a nurse and a midwife. She describes:
There are some times in my job where I know I need to be the midwife, ‘with woman’. This is the psychological part of my job, where I need to be her coach, to listen to her fears, to make it her experience. There are other times where I know I need to be her nurse. I need to take her blood pressure, give her care instructions, and help her to get through the birth. As a nurse- midwife, I am able to do whichever one the time calls for.

Susan’s description demonstrates that she is compartmentalizing the multiple professional identities that she holds. While she sees herself as both a nurse and a midwife, unlike Marcia, she talks about enacting only one role at a time. She describes herself as a nurse when she is performing certain care tasks and a midwife when she is performing others. In this way, she identifies with each professional reference group equally, but separately.

Of these three CNMs, Susan has the more complex professional identity because she sees both her nursing and midwifery professional identities as important, valuable and self-referential, but only chooses to enact one at a time. On the other hand, both Anna and Marcia have more simplistic identity structures, choosing to identify with either a subset of the two identities, or just one identity. In the next section we move on to examining more complex professional identity structures wherein individuals structure their identities around multiple identity components simultaneously.

More Complex Professional Identity Structures: Holism and Augmentation (Co-Activation)

Kelly and Mary are certified yoga teachers. Yoga teacher certification is an emerging and increasingly popular professional practice around the world. Unlike many fitness specializations, becoming a yoga teacher requires completion of rigorous training and accredited credential programmes. Historically, and in the Eastern tradition, a guru or spiritual teacher (nearly always
male) teaches his interested ‘disciples’ the practice of yoga (that is, asana) learned from ancient Hindu texts. A guru is not a self-appointed role. In order to become a guru, one must receive a consecration (that is, initiation rite) from one’s own guru which is based solely on whether one’s guru thinks his disciple is capable of initiating and instructing others in the practice of yoga (Wallis, 2012).

While a guru-disciple method of instruction continues in some yoga traditions, other traditions, particularly those in the Western world, are adopting a more professionalized approach to training individuals as yoga instructors. In the United States, Yoga Alliance is the largest non-profit association that registers yoga schools and yoga teachers. Most registered yoga schools (also known as ‘yoga teacher training programmes’) certify individuals as yoga teachers after completing 200 hours of education, which typically incorporates philosophy, anatomy, asana and meditation practice, and instruction and practice in the teaching of yoga to different populations. After receiving this initial certification, yoga instructors can register as a yoga teacher with Yoga Alliance. Registered yoga teachers must maintain professional standards (that is, pay professional dues and participate in continuing education programmes annually) in order to maintain their status as registered yoga teachers. Many settings that offer yoga instruction, including private yoga studios, gyms and fitness centres, require that yoga teachers hold one or more yoga teacher certifications and be registered with Yoga Alliance in order to gain and maintain their employment.

Like CNMs, our data from yoga instructors suggest that there is variety in how these professionals structure their professional identities. Below, we use data from interviews with Kelly and Mary to elaborate on the holism and augmentation professional identity structures.

Holism
Kelly is a 40-year-old life coach. She views her professional identity as a life coach as being a holistic identity that encompasses multiple professional identities as a ‘motivational coach’, ‘healer’ and ‘certified/registered yoga teacher’. As such, she also identifies with other motivational coaches, healers and certified yoga teachers who may or may not identify with other professions as well. Kelly also works in multiple settings. She sees private coaching clients at an alternative and holistic health centre that also offers various nutritional support, stress management and yoga programmes to the public. She also offers coaching and yoga classes in her home and in public outdoor spaces (parks, beaches, and so on). She explains:

Before finding my professional calling as a life coach, I had many different jobs and businesses, always searching for the right profession. Being a business owner, I enjoyed the freedom of implementing my own strategies to achieve goals, but I was selling something that didn’t incorporate all of my skills, abilities and enthusiasm I had for motivating and healing people. So, I studied Eastern and Western principles through university degrees and related certifications which allowed me to cultivate my own wellness programmes integrating, mind, body, and spirit methods to show others how to manifest the lives they want.

Kelly’s description demonstrates that she recognizes and embraces multiple professional group memberships to create a complex professional identity that is the sum total of all of her professional identities. Thus, all of her professional identities are important to her and salient across situations.

Augmentation
Mary is a 51-year-old Lutheran pastor, spiritual retreat leader, and certified, registered yoga teacher, but people refer to her as ‘Pastor Mary’ wherever she goes. Mary describes herself as a ‘teacher at heart’. She explains:

*As a pastor, I teach theology and Bible study. I teach karate now. I am teaching yoga as part of an outreach programme at my church which isn’t just for church people. My definition of a yoga teacher is just someone who helps people to develop a full spectrum practice in their life. For me, that includes the spiritual/mental/physical, body/mind/soul, the whole person. I think Christianity doesn’t really tap into the physical part of life. It does deal with the mind aspect and the spiritual aspect.*

Mary talks about teaching yoga during the spiritual retreats she leads: ‘I wanted to practice myself daily at a women’s retreat I was leading and so I invited the other women to join me. A few women did.’ As such, Mary sees that her identity as a yoga instructor enriches her identity as a Lutheran pastor and spiritual retreat leader. In this way, her multiple professional identities are distinct yet complementary and frequently co-activated in the same situation.

As these cases demonstrate, both Kelly and Mary structure their professional identities in a relatively more complex manner than do Anna, Marcia and Susan. Of the former two, we highlight the augmentation identity structure (Mary) as being the most complex. Kelly describes a multifaceted holistic professional identity wherein her multiple different work roles all fit under the umbrella classification of ‘life coach’. On the other hand, describing the augmentation identity structure, Mary talked about how she defines herself as both a Lutheran pastor and a yoga teacher, honoring each identity separately and simultaneously, not attempting to put a more holistic categorization around the two. Like Susan, Mary sees herself as being both and each of the two identities she is associated with, but unlike Mary she describes herself as being both all
of the time rather than one at a time. Being simultaneously both a pastor and a yoga instructor across time and context demonstrates a voluntary, chronic co-activation of these two professional identities.

Table 13.1 summarizes the five identity professional identity structures we have introduced and described in this section. The identity structures are displayed in the order we introduced them in the text, from least to most complex: intersection (Anna), dominance (Marcia), compartmentalization (Susan), holism (Kelly) and augmentation (Mary).

Enabling and Constraining Professional Identity Complexity

There are individual and contextual factors that can enable or constrain the level of professional identity complexity that individuals engaged in multiple professional roles display in the workplace. While we believe that there is the potential for individuals to structure their professional identities in any of the five ways we have highlighted, we acknowledge that there are particular characteristics surrounding the engagement in multiple professional roles that will influence complexity. Specifically, we propose that the degree to which engagement in multiple roles is self-initiated, and how the organization develops and applies professional labels, will influence individuals’ identity structures.

First, the degree to which the engagement in multiple roles is voluntary is likely to be positively associated with the level of professional identity complexity. Identity structures higher in complexity, such as holism or augmentation identity structures, are more likely to be self-initiated. Earlier, we differentiated between externally driven multiple role-holding and self-initiated multiple professional role-holding. We explained that whether these roles were externally driven or self-initiated, individuals were tasked with managing these multiple roles
cognitively through the structuring of their professional identity. While we believe that there is the potential for individuals to structure their professional identities in any of the five ways we have highlighted, we acknowledge that initiating engagement in multiple roles makes it more likely that the individual will structure their identities in a complex manner. When individuals voluntarily add on another work role while at the same time choosing to stay engaged in a previous work role, they are acknowledging that they have two distinct, but important professional identities. While some individuals may choose to merge these professional identity roles together into a more holistic job title (for example, life coach, like Kelly), others may focus on the distinct contribution of each separately (for example, a yoga coach and pastor, like Mary). Importantly, voluntarily engaging in multiple roles provides individuals with a great deal of discretion about how they want to structure two (or more) important roles.
While internally driven multiple professional role-taking may be more likely to be naturally more aligned with a more complex professional identity structure, individuals may also adopt a complex identity structure to manage externally driven multiple professional roles. There are certain contextual features that will make it more likely that complexity accompanies multiple role-holding. First, organizations can ensure that individuals in hybrid professional roles feel part of both professional communities, not just those at the specific intersection of their roles. Making sure that individuals define their ‘in-group’ memberships broadly across professions is important. Unfortunately, while many organizations and professions encourage
engagement in multiple roles, they often do not provide individuals with resources by which they can structure their identities around simultaneous engagement in these multiple roles. For example, by providing professionals with hybrid role ‘labels’ and by formalizing these roles, many organizations and professions may unintentionally push individuals toward simplifying their identity structure. For instance, nurse-managers may find themselves often grouped with other nurse-managers during organizational retreats. Additionally, as the role of ‘nurse-manager’ becomes more formalized, professional association meetings and training opportunities may further saturate individuals’ reference groups to being more narrowly focused on people who are also both nurses and managers. As such, a nurse-manager’s in-group may become more and more narrowly defined, which may contribute to a more simplistic identity structure. We suggest that more inclusive approaches to defining professional ‘in-groups’ will help to prevent this unintentional simplification of professional identity for individuals in hybrid professional roles.

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY COMPLEXITY

Previous research has highlighted some potential downsides to structuring one’s professional identity in ways that require chronic co-activation of identities. For instance, Rothbard and Ramarajan (2009) point out the potential for experiencing opposition or tension with co-activated identities. Trying to balance the demands of seemingly competing role identities can be psychologically and physically draining for individuals (Greenhaus and Beutell, 1985). In order to avoid feeling potentially overwhelmed, many individuals often gravitate towards simplifying their professional identity structure either by focusing on the intersection of their professional roles, or by allowing one role to dominate their professional identity as Anna,
Marcia and Susan described. Doing so also allows individuals a more simplistic way of presenting themselves to others, which can be beneficial in certain social situations.

However, even when individuals structure their multiple work roles in a relatively simplistic manner, there may still be instances in which, despite their best efforts to keep them separate, one’s professional identities become co-activated. For example, take a situation in which Susan, who identifies as both a midwife and a nurse, but prefers to do so at different points in time, finds herself needing to interact with both her patient, who thinks of her as a midwife, and the hospital anesthesiologist, who asks her to perform a nursing duty. In this situation Susan has both identities co-activated, but her preferred identity structure is to have them separated. Because her identity preferences are not aligned with her current work demands, she may find herself overwhelmed and feeling conflicted. This hypothetical situation highlights the fact that the way individuals structure their professional identities may be functional for getting them by on a day-to-day basis, but may not be optimal when situations call for co-activation of their multiple professional identities.

In fact, there is a growing amount of research which highlights the potential for positive experiences to result from co-activation of identities in the workplace (Caza and Wilson, 2009; Creary et al., 2015; Rothbard and Ramarajan, 2009). Individuals with more complex professional identity structures, who are comfortable in both identities that they hold, and who have considered the intersection and distinction between these identities, are likely to be better prepared to deal with situational co-activation of their identities. We suggest that positive benefits accrue when individuals’ professional identity structures allow them to feel comfortable with their multiple identities being co-activated, therefore making co-activation a positive experience.
In particular we believe that augmentation is unique in that it allows individuals to take advantage of the benefits of identity differentiation. Each professional identity is associated with important psychological and social resources (Creary et al., 2015; Luyckx et al., 2010; Thoits, 1985). As such, the more role identities an individual holds, the greater the role accumulation, and therefore the more behavioural guidance, sense of meaning, social support and other resources an individual will have at their disposal (Marks, 1977; Sieber, 1974; Thoits, 1985). Further, a greater number of identities that are easily accessible not only allows the individual to accumulate resources from each separate identity, but also enables individuals to draw resources from any one of these professional identities at any time. Further, having multiple identities chronically co-activated allows individuals to fully explore the synergistic nature of these resources. For instance Mary is able to reflect on how her practice as a yoga teacher can complement and extend her ability to fulfil her calling as a pastor. In this way, the individual not only has a greater pool of resources to draw from, but also has the potential to extend and enhance these resources by combining them in new and unique ways (Caza and Bagozzi, 2015; Creary et al., 2015).

Given these benefits of professional identity complexity, especially in a work environment that has an increased demand for multiple professional role engagement, we believe it is in the best interests of the employee, the profession and the organization to encourage complexity and co-activation of professional identities. One way in which organizations can do so is by helping modern professionals to focus on identifying complementary professional areas and offering continuing education credits towards these courses. In doing so, individuals are able to take a more interdisciplinary perspective towards their own profession. Just as Mary talked about finding synergies between her yoga work and her pastor work, so individuals can find
exposure to other professions enriching and perhaps advantageous for their original professional role. Complementary roles may not always be associated roles, such as nurse and midwife, but may instead be counterbalancing roles. For example take Lozzie, a state attorney who recently became a certified Pilates instructor. She explained that her motivation for teaching Pilates classes was not financial, nor was it intended to fill up her already overbooked schedule. Instead, she was motivated toward taking on another professional role (and professional identity) in order to balance out the demands of her cognitively stressful job with a physical one. Organizations may be able to help modern professionals find ways to counterbalance their own intense professions by finding complementary professions to pair them with.

Another way that organizations and professions can encourage complexity, and even co-activation, is to become more accepting of creative new role combinations, and encouraging individuals to bring ‘their whole selves’ into work (Creary et al., 2015). Doing so allows individuals to celebrate their diversity in interests, backgrounds and other identities, and allows these to be seen as relevant and important in the workplace. People will then be able to practice being both in the workplace, and not checking certain identities at the door to only inhabit one ‘professional’ cloak.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION**

In this chapter, we reviewed the literature on identification and identity construction. We then extended the literature to focus on how individuals structure their professional identities around multiple professional roles. We discussed five different identity structures that professionals may utilize to manage their engagement in multiple professional roles. We ended
by highlighting the benefits of identity complexity and discussing ways in which individuals and
their social context can enable complexity in professional identity structure.

At the start of the chapter, we pointed out that while ‘profession’ used to be thought of
only as a noun, it is now increasingly used as an adjective. The effect of this is that the concept
of a ‘profession’ has become enlarged and accepting, and as such the notion of ‘professional
identity’ has also become unrestricted. Individuals work in established professions, emerging
professions, and sometimes both. The subjective nature of identity construction in combination
with the increasing agentic nature of the modern workforce has allowed individuals to craft their
own unique professional identities. Not only will we have moved away from a narrow focus on
individuals in very specific occupations, but we will also move away from setting stifling
behavioural expectations on individuals who take up particular roles. Instead, we will move
towards understanding professional identity as being a unique construction of who one is when
one is finding ways to contribute meaningfully to society.

Previously individuals were often in pursuit of the one, single, ‘right’ job; the
professional identity that fitted who they were, and who they wanted to become. Workers were
encouraged by the idea that once they found the right job, the one that fitted them, they would
enjoy a sense of meaning, positive self-image and higher well-being (Dobrow, 2006; Torrey and
Duffy, 2012; Wrzesniewski et al., 1997). But professions today are changing, and many workers
are being asked to take on multiple work roles. Other workers are refusing to limit their sense of
self and their work experiences to the confines of a single profession. Instead, many highly
educated and agentic workers are engaging in multiple professions to increase the fulfillment of
their work. The combination of these social and individual forces has required that we rethink the
nature and purpose of the professional identity, putting a greater emphasis on identity structure
rather than perceptions of oneness with a single, particular reference group. Further, the more complex the professional identity structure becomes, the more likely it is that the professional will be able to adapt to different work situations.
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